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Abstract—The continuous evolution of elastic optical
networks (EONs) toward more efficient and flexible back-
bone networks has been enabled by the innovation of data
and control plane technologies. Network Configuration
Protocol (NETCONF) is emerging as a software-defined net-
working (SDN) protocol for the control of optical networks.
Its relevance is due to the fact that, besides providing
control functionalities (e.g., data plane device configura-
tion), NETCONFalso provides management functionalities
(e.g., access to monitoring information). NETCONF may ex-
ploit the Yet Another Next Generation (YANG) data model
to describe network elements to be controlled/managed.
YANG and NETCONF are of interest for operators since
they provide a standard way to control and manage net-
work elements independently from the vendor. This paper
presents and demonstrates a control and management
plane for EONs, based on the NETCONF protocol and
YANG. In particular, a YANG model describing optical
transponders supporting sliceability, variable rate, and
monitoring functionalities is proposed. NETCONF ex-
perimental demonstrations are carried out to validate
the proposed model and to prove the control and manage-
ment capabilities of these technologies when applied to
EONs.

Index Terms—EON; NETCONF; SBVT; Sliceability;
Sliceable transponder; YANG.

I. INTRODUCTION

I n recent years, the continuous increase of traffic has
driven relevant advances in the data and control

planes for elastic optical networks (EONs). Data plane
transponder technologies are going to support flexi-
ble transmission enabling variable bit rate, optimizing
the spectral efficiency based on the required optical
reach—thus supporting multiple modulation formats or
forward error correction (FEC)—and also enabling slice-
ability (i.e., the capability of generating independent op-
tical flows to be directed toward different paths and
destinations) [1–7]. Thus, transponders can be flexibly
configured based on the actual current demands and re-
configured when needed. Such transponders, thanks to
coherent detection, also support monitoring of transmis-
sion parameters [e.g., pre-FEC bit error rate (BER)] [8].
Software-defined networking (SDN) is emerging as a con-

trol plane able to remotely set such transmission charac-
teristics (such as bit rate) and switching [9–12]. These
technologies aim at increasing both the scalability and
agility of the transport network, allowing resource opti-
mization and scaling of bandwidth as demands change
and increase. However, while data and control planes
have experienced such advances, the innovations in the
management plane still need improvements [13] to de-
velop management mechanisms to reduce deployment
and operational complexity and maximize benefits of
EON capabilities. As an example, several issues in the
management are related to the presence of network
devices from different vendors, and the lack of standard
solutions [e.g., for operation administration and mainte-
nance (OAM)] [14,15] complicates the management of a
network [13]. Recently, the Internet Engineering Task
Force (IETF) standardization body proposed an architec-
ture called Application-Based Network Operations
(ABNO) [14] that identifies the most relevant control
and management functionalities. Such an architecture
also indicates the basic OAM functions, which are in
charge of an entity called an OAM handler.

Network Configuration Protocol (NETCONF) [16] is
emerging as an SDN protocol standardized by the IETF
which provides both control (e.g., data plane device configu-
ration) and management functionalities (e.g., access to
monitoring information). In particular, such protocol stand-
ardization is an answer to specific requirements to the
IETF [17]: i) developing standards for network configura-
tion and management and ii) using extensible markup lan-
guage (XML) for data encoding. The NETCONF protocol
provides mechanisms to install, manipulate, and delete
management states and information of network devices.
NETCONF also has the prospect to be particularly indi-
cated for monitoring purposes, through the use of specific
messages (i.e., notifications). In particular, a controller can
subscribe to a notification when a specific monitored
parameter exceeds a given threshold (e.g., pre-FEC BER
higher than 10−4) [18]. In this case, the monitoring system
triggers the NETCONF notification (i.e., an alarm), which
is sent to the controller subscribed to such a notification.
NETCONF relies on Yet Another Next Generation
(YANG) [19,20], a modeling language representable in
XML. YANG enables definition of the configurable param-
eters and state information of the different network devices
in a standard way. Thus, YANG and NETCONF provide a
standard way to control and manage network elements
independently from the vendor [17]. For these reasons,https://doi.org/10.1364/JOCN.9.000B43
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NETCONF and YANG gather interest from network
operators.

NETCONF and YANG have been introduced in several
networking scenarios. For example, in [21], the authors
propose a NETCONF agent for link state monitoring com-
pared with other management technologies such as Simple
Network Management Protocol (SNMP). In [22], the au-
thors highlight the benefits provided by NETCONF in
terms of security and scalability, compared with SNMP
and representational state transfer. In [23], the authors
use YANG and NETCONF tomanage a 10G passive optical
network. In [24,25] YANG network models are provided,
including a preliminary version for the transponder.
Preliminary works of YANG modeling applied to EONs
are mentioned in [26].

This paper is an extended version of the work presented
in [27]. In particular, this paper demonstrates a control
and management plane—including an SDN controller
and OAM handler—based on NETCONF protocol exploit-
ing the YANG model. In particular, we propose a YANG
model describing transponders based on multi-carrier
technology. The transponder enables sliceability and var-
iable baud rate, bit rate, number of carriers, FEC, and
modulation format, and supports themonitoring of several
physical parameters such as chromatic dispersion, BER,Q
factor, and outage time as a service-level parameter. The
paper presents control and management experiments us-
ing NETCONF exploiting the proposed YANG model. In
particular, the SDN-controller i) performs capabilities
and state information discovery and ii) configures the data
plane for connection setup or recovery, while the OAM
handler iii) performs monitoring information polling,
iv) subscribes to notifications based on monitored param-
eters, and, in the case of physical layer degradation,
v) receives notifications about degraded parameters, trig-
gers connection reconfiguration for survivability, and
receives notification about the outage time if an outage
has been experienced.

II. NETWORK SCENARIO AND NETCONF PROTOCOL

This section first introduces the network scenario and
then the NETCONF protocol messages.

A. Network Scenario

The network scenario depicted in Fig. 1 is considered.
The data plane consists of an EON including sliceable tran-
sponders as in [2]. Each transponder holds a transmitter
and receiver side, where multiple optical flows (or sub-
carriers) are generated or detected, respectively. At the
transmitter side, within each sub-carrier generation/modu-
lation module, different modulation formats can be ex-
ploited and data is encoded by using a digital to analog
converter; IQ modulators are exploited to modulate a spe-
cific subcarrier at a generic frequency, and polarization
multiplexing is supported. At the receiver side, each sub-
carrier detection module typically exploits coherent detec-
tion with digital signal processing for clock and phase

recovery, equalization, linear dispersion compensation,
and decoding. The control and management plane refers
to the ABNO [14]. Themain control andmanagement tasks
we considered are shown in the figure and specifically are
performed in order to set up and maintain connections
(upon failure or physical layer degradation).

Besides path computation (not shown in the experi-
ments), control tasks are performed by the SDN controller
and include the following:

• retrieval of capabilities at the data plane (e.g., the bit
rate supported by a given transponder) in order to have
the knowledge on how to configure the data plane to ac-
commodate connections,

• connection setup consisting of configuring the involved
transponders at the transmitter and receiver sides and
the switches along the path,

• connection recovery for survivability purposes, e.g., con-
nection rerouting or reconfiguration of transmission
parameters at the transponders.

Regarding management tasks, in this paper we refer
to the functions of the ABNO OAM handler: receiving
alarms about potential problems in the network, correlat-
ing them, and triggering other components of the system
to take actions in order to preserve or recover—and thus
maintain—the affected services. Management tasks in-
clude the following:

• subscription to notifications (or alarms) when specific
monitored parameters fall within a critical range,

• polling of monitored parameters upon request,
• processing of notifications or more in general of monitor-
ing information,

• triggering the SDN controller for connection recovery if
required.

The considered protocol for handling the aforementioned
control andmanagement tasks is NETCONF, as illustrated
in the next subsection.

Fig. 1. Network scenario.
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B. NETCONF Protocol

NETCONF is a network configuration and management
protocol standardized by the IETF [16]. Nowadays network
devices are configured in general through a vendor-specific
command line interface (CLI). However, the semantics of
the CLI across communications devices from multiple ven-
dors lack uniformity and stability. Indeed, the semantic
may change within the CLI across revisions of a single ven-
dor’s product as well as the format and content of configu-
ration data, error values, and their meaning. NETCONF
instead provides a programmatic interface to a network de-
vice, avoiding the need to use a proprietary CLI with a pro-
prietary syntax for configuring or managing the network
devices.

1) Standard Messages: NETCONF messages are illus-
trated in Fig. 2. Initially, the NETCONF transport protocol
session is opened between two peers, named client (i.e., the
centralized controller) and server (the device’s controller),
respectively. Thus, <hello> messages (1, 2) are ex-
changed between the two peers to list the peer’s capabil-
ities (i.e., the capability identifiers) as a discovery phase.
A capability describes a supported data model (e.g., the
transponder model) or supported operations (e.g., support
for notifications), and it is uniquely identified through a
uniform resource identifier (URI). A capability is described
through YANG modeling language and the URI is the
unique identifier for the specific YANG data modeling de-
scribing that capability. In this phase, the centralized con-
troller discovers which type of data plane the device has to
control/manage. Two types of data are present in the
YANG model: configuration and state (operational) data.
Configuration data is explicitly set by an external entity
on the system (i.e., a centralized controller). State data
cannot be set but can be read by an external entity and

includes the list of the functionalities supported by the
device.

Once the session is opened, the NETCONF peers ex-
change <rpc> and <rpc-reply> messages. The
<rpc>message is used to enclose a NETCONF command
sent from the controller (client) to the device (server). The
main commands encapsulated in the <rpc> message are
the following: <get>, <get-config>, <edit-
config>, and <delete-config>. The <get>
command is used to retrieve the running configuration
and state information of the device (3). The <get-
config> command is used to retrieve the configuration
data exclusively (the state information is not returned).
The <edit-config> command is used to write a spe-
cific configuration on the device (5) (e.g., to set the maxi-
mum transmission unit of a specific Ethernet interface).
Finally, the <delete-config> command is used to
delete a specific configuration. The <rpc-reply>mes-
sage is sent from the device to the controller in response to
an <rpc> message. The response data for the given
method invoked is encoded as one or more child elements
enclosed in the<rpc-reply>message. There are three
possible responses encapsulated in the <rpc-reply>:
<ok>, <rpc-error>, or the data requested by the
operation. The <ok> response is sent if no errors or warn-
ings occurred during the processing of the <rpc> request
and no data was returned from the operation (6, 8). The
<rpc-error> response is sent if an error occurs during the
processing of the <rpc> request. Otherwise, if some data
was expected from the <rpc> request, the data is re-
turned (4). In this paper, such operations will refer to a
sliceable transponder.

2) Notifications: In addition, NETCONF specifications
allow asynchronous server-to-client communication
through notifications [28]. The notification is an optional
capability that is available if both peers support it, i.e.,
if it is present in the list of capabilities enclosed in the
<hello> message of both the controller and the device.
The notification service is initiated through the controller
(client) stream subscription. The controller may subscribe
to one or more streams of events depending on the events
it is interested in (i.e., the stream of some monitored
parameter). In order to subscribe, the controller needs to
send an <rpc> message containing the <create-
subscription> request. In case no stream is speci-
fied, the controller implicitly subscribes to the NETCONF
stream (i.e., all events notification). An important addi-
tional feature, under <create-subscription>,
is provided by <filter>. <filter> is an optional
feature that allows the controller to further select the no-
tification to be received. For example, assuming the con-
troller subscribes to a stream of events regarding all the
network interfaces (e.g, Ethernet, ATM), every time some
event on an interface occurs [e.g., frame check sequence
error, cyclic redundancy check (CRC) error], a notification
is sent to the controller. In case the controller is interested
in receiving only notification about CRC errors occurring
on the Ethernet interfaces, it can specify this through a
<filter>.Fig. 2. NETCONF message exchange.
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III. YANG

YANG is a data modeling language used to express the
structure and semantics of configuration and state data in a
vendor-neutral format [19]. As stated before, there are two
types of data present in a YANG model: configuration and
state (operational) data. Configuration data are explicitly
set by an external entity on the system, e.g., through the
NETCONF <edit-conf> message. State data reflects
the parameters that cannot be set by an external entity;
some of these data are fixed by the vendor and other state
data are updated by the device and monitored by the con-
troller. By considering the case of a YANGmodel for a tran-
sponder, the following examples can be considered: the list
of supported FEC schemes belongs to the state data, while
the number of active sub-carriers belongs to the configura-
tion data. There are two ways to interact with the device’s
models: synchronously or asynchronously. In the case of
synchronous communication, each configuration command
issued by the controller is then confirmed or rejected such
that the controller knows the success or failure of the con-
figuration change that it makes (and hence it knows the
exact configuration on the system). In this case, the value
of any configuration variable always reflects the configured
value. In the case of asynchronous communication, each
transaction is written but the device does not synchronously
return success or failure. The value of a configuration var-
iable may not reflect the intent of the controller, and thus a
field can have different actual versus intended values. Due
to this ambiguity, each configuration data is also replicated
as state data representing the current state of the device.

A. Transponder Model

In this section, the proposed YANG model of a sliceable
transponder with monitoring capabilities is described. To de-
sign themodel, we have followed some of the standardization
guidelines on data modeling suggested by the IETF in [29]
and by the OpenConfig working group in [25]. Themodel has
been published online on a public repository [30], and it is
based on the transponder architecture presented in [2]. In
particular, such architecture supports the generation and
the detection of multiple sub-carriers. A schematic view of
the proposed YANG model describing the transponder is
organized in the tree diagram shown in Fig. 3.

In particular, a generic transponder is modeled as a list of
sub-carrier modules (each one generating or detecting a
sub-carrier) and a list of connections. In case more than
one sub-carrier module is installed, the Boolean field
sliceability-support is used to indicate whether the tran-
sponder supports sliceability or not [2]. The configuration
data of the sub-carrier module are the following: bit rate,
baud rate, modulation, FEC, central frequency, and band-
width. Some additional fields may appear depending on
whether the module is used in reception (e.g., local oscilla-
tor, sampling rate, and analog bandwidth) or in transmis-
sion (e.g., launch power). State data of the sub-carrier
module are the following: supported bit rates, baud rates,
modulation formats, and FEC. Then, an additional field

is proposed for monitoring capabilities, i.e., listing the
parameters that can be monitored by the transponder itself
(e.g., input power at the receiver). Regarding the connec-
tions, the configuration data are the following: a list of
sub-carrier module IDs referring to those sub-carriers in-
volved in the connection, and the frequency slot composed
by the nominal central frequency (n) and the slot width (m),
according to ITU-T [31].

Listing 1 shows the proposed YANG model entirely. In
the following sections, the proposed YANG model code will
be detailed.

Fig. 3. Transponder YANG tree.
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B. Sub-carrier Module

In the model, each sub-carrier module (line 227) has a
configurable direction (line 101), which is either transmis-
sion or reception. Several parameters of the sub-carrier
module can be configured; in particular, the bit rate (line
104), baud rate (line 107), modulation format (line 110),
FEC (line 113), central frequency (line 114), and bandwidth
(line 117). In addition, some other parameters can be con-
figured depending on whether the sub-carrier is used in re-
ception or transmission. In reception, those parameters are
the local oscillator (line 63), sampling rate (line 66), and
analog bandwidth (line 70); in transmission, the launched
power (line 55). The state data is composed by a replica of
the configuration data (as explained in Section III), plus
the supported functionality and some additional monitor-
ing information. The supported functionality is organized
in lists—in particular, lists of supported bit rates (line 122),
baud rates (line 127), modulation formats (line 132), and
FEC (line 49). Then an additional field is proposed for mon-
itoring functionality, i.e., listing the parameters that can be
monitored by the transponder itself: input power at the
receiver (line 75), pre-FEC BER (line 79), polarization
mode dispersion (line 86), chromatic dispersion (line 90),
and Q factor (line 94).

Listing 1. Transponder YANG Model.
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C. Connections

In themodel, each connection (line 207) is identified with
a unique connection-id (line 209), uses a specific transmis-
sion scheme (e.g., NWDM) (line 173), is supported by one or
more sub-carriers specified by the sub-carrier list (line 176),
and occupies a certain amount of bandwidth specified by
the frequency-slot (line 184). The sub-carrier list contains
the IDs of those sub-carriers involved in the connection
while the frequency slot is described by the nominal central
frequency index (n) (line 194) and the slot width (m) (line
198) according to ITU-T [31]. All the connection parame-
ters introduced so far are configuration data. The state
data for the connections is composed by just the replica
of the configuration data.

D. Notification

Notifications must also be defined in the YANG model.
In the proposed model, two notifications have been defined:
pre-FEC BER change and connection outage. The pre-FEC
BER change notification is fired whenever a change in the
pre-FEC BER is detected by the device. It contains the ID
of the sub-carrier involved and the value of pre-FEC BER
(line 251). The connection outage notification is fired every
time a connection is recovered after an outage interval,
where the outage interval is defined as the lapse of time
the connection experiences a BER above an outage thresh-
old. The connection outage notification contains the ID of
the involved connection, the time instances when the out-
age began and ended, and the value of the outage threshold
(line 266).

IV. EXPERIMENTAL DEMONSTRATION

An experiment is performed to demonstrate control and
management tasks and the proposed YANG model; first to
set up and then to maintain a connection upon physical
layer degradation. Figure 4 shows the experimental setup
emulating the control/management plane. In the figure,
two devices are connected with a controller through an
IP switch. The controller runs a python implementation
of a NETCONF client. Each device is emulated using a

Fig. 4. Experimental setup.
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virtual machine with 4 GB RAM, one processor at 3.4 GHz,
and Ubuntu Linux as the operating system. The virtual
machine runs ConfD, a NETCONF server implementation
made by Tail-f (CISCO), and a C program we made to
emulate the monitoring and configuration capabilities of
the transponder. Our program communicates with ConfD
through specific APIs provided by the latter. The transpon-
der YANG model, as in Section III.A, has been included
in the capabilities of both client and server. The next sub-
sections show the experiment steps as follows: 1) the con-
troller discovers the state and capabilities of the devices;
2) the controller installs a new connection in the device;
3) the OAM handler starts to monitor the connection by
polling the device state; 4) the OAM handler subscribes
to BER threshold and outage notifications; and 5) once no-
tified, the OAM handler triggers the recovery procedure.
The controller then reconfigures the connection by setting
a stronger FEC scheme. After the connection is recovered,
the OAMhandler receives the notification about the outage
time. Figure 5 shows theWireshark capture of the involved
messages.

A. Device Capability Discovery

In this part of the experiment, after the<hello>mes-
sage exchange, the controller interrogates the devices to
retrieve their current state (e.g., installed sub-carrier
modules, supported transmission parameters). The SDN
controller issues an RPC <get> command toward each
device asking for the full state information of the installed
transponder(s) [Fig. 2 (3)]. Listing 2 shows the content of
the <get> message captured with Wireshark. The total
size of the packet is 247 bytes, including 181 bytes of actual
NETCONF payload (the remaining 66 bytes are given by
the TCP, IP, and Ethernet headers).

Listing 2. NETCONF RPC <get> message.

The device receives the <get> message and, after
processing it (around 10 ms), replies with a <rpc-
reply> message containing the full transponder state
information [Fig. 2 (4)]. Listing 3 shows the content of the
captured message (some portions of the message have been
skipped by adding “…”). Among all the data, it is possible to
evince that the transponder has four sub-carrier modules
installed. The first sub-carrier module (ID equal to 1) sup-
ports the following transmission parameters: four bit rates
(112, 124, 336, 448 Gbps), two baud rates (28, 31 Gbaud),
two possible modulation formats [dual polarization quad-
rature phase shift keying (DP-QPSK) and dual polarization
16 quadrature amplitude modulation (DP-16QAM)], and
two FEC schemes [low-density parity-check (LDPC),
Golay]. In particular, 112 and 124 Gbps are associated with
DP-QPSK with 28 and 31 Gbaud, respectively, while 224
and 248 Gbps are associated with DP-16QAM with 28
and 31 Gbaud, respectively. Moreover, the first sub-carrier
module is also currently used in transmission at a
112 Gbps bit rate and 28 Gbaud of baud rate, using DP-
QPSK modulation and a 14/15 LDPC code. The <rpc-
reply> message is broken into multiple TCP packets,
and the total size of all the packets is 6380 bytes (6248 bytes
of actual NETCONF payload).

Listing 3. NETCONF RPC reply message with the
requested data.

Fig. 5. Wireshark capture.
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B. Connection Installation

In this part of the experiment, the ABNO configures
a new connection between the two devices. In particular,
a 100 Gb/s connection request (in reception) has been
considered. We derived supported transmission parame-
ters from [32]: i.e., a baud rate of 28 Gbaud DP-QPSK sup-
ports 100 Gb/s net rate and 7% FEC. Moreover, the
connection has a central frequency of 193.1 THz (n � 0),
occupies a bandwidth of 37.5 GHz in the flex-grid
(m � 3), and the transmission scheme is NWDM. The sam-
pling rate and the analog bandwidth of the receiver are
configured as 35 GS/s and 35 GHz, respectively. Thus,
the SDN controller sends an <edit-conf> RPC mes-
sage toward the source and destination devices containing
the connection parameters [Fig. 2 (5)]. Listing 4 shows the
content of the captured <edit-conf> message sent to
the device in reception. The message is broken into three
TCP packets (numbers 11, 12, and 14 in the Wireshark
capture; Fig. 5), and the total size of all the packets is
1947 bytes (1785 bytes of actual NETCONF payload).
The device takes around 50 ms to process the message.
If no error occurs, the device replies with an <ok>
message [Fig. 2 (6)].

Listing 4. NETCONF RPC <edit-conf> message.

C. Retrieve Monitoring Information

Once the new connection is established, the OAM
handler starts to monitor the connection’s pre-FEC
BER by periodically issuing a <get> command (polling).
Listing 5 shows the content of the <get> command
encapsulated in the RPC message issued by the
controller. The total size of the packet is 339 bytes
(285 bytes of NETCONF payload).

Listing 5. NETCONF RPC <get> message to retrieve
the pre-FEC BER.

The reply of the device is shown in Listing 6. In particu-
lar, the returned message shows that the monitored con-
nection has a pre-FEC BER value equal to 10−4. The
total size of the reply message is 396 bytes (242 bytes of
NETCONF payload).
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Listing 6. NETCONF RPC <rpc-reply> message
containing the pre-FEC BER.

During the experiment, we measured the time from the
instant when the<get> command is issued to the instant
that the <rpc-reply> returns to the controller. This
time is around 11 ms. We also measured the time required
for the device to process the request, i.e., from the instant
when the<get> command is received to the instant when
the <rpc-reply> is sent. This processing time is
around 8.5 ms.

D. Notification Subscription

In additional to polling, the OAM handler wants to be
notified in case the pre-FEC BER of the newly installed
connection exceeds 9 × 10−4 without the need of polling
the device such that it can react by reconfiguring some con-
nection parameters as soon as possible. Moreover, after the
connection is reconfigured, the OAM handler wants to be
notified about the outage time of the connection (as defined
in Section III.D). To this purpose, the OAM handler
subscribes to the <pre-fec-ber-change> and
<connection-outage> notifications (within one
subscription message) [Fig. 2 (7)]. Listing 7 shows the con-
tent of the subscription message, including the filter
needed to receive only those notifications satisfying the
aforementioned criteria (threshold exceeding). The total
size of the subscription message (packet number 32 in
Fig. 5) is 434 bytes (380 bytes of NETCONF payload).

Listing 7. NETCONF RPC <create-subscrip-
tion> message.

E. Notification and Reconfiguration

When the pre-FEC BER of the connection exceeds the
threshold (emulated by the transponder monitor program),
the device sends an asynchronous <notification>
message to the OAM handler [Fig. 2 (9)] and records the
begin instant of the outage period. The content of the

pre-FEC BER change notification message is shown in
Listing 8. The total size of the message (packet number
37 in Fig. 5) is 404 bytes (350 bytes of NETCONF payload).

Listing 8. NETCONF pre-FEC-BER change notification.

After receiving the notification, the OAM handler trig-
gers the SDN controller, which reconfigures the connection
by setting a more robust 20% FEC scheme (at 31 Gbaud as
baud rate) with an<edit-conf>RPCmessage (packet
number 48 in Fig. 5) (the specific packet content is omitted
since it is similar to the one in Listing 4). The time mea-
sured between the threshold-exceeding instant that trig-
gers the notification and the instant the notification is
received is around 2.5 ms, which is mainly the propagation
time of the message. After reconfiguring the connections, a
notification including the outage time is sent as shown in
Listing 9 (packet number 50 in Fig. 5). The total size of the
packet is 404 bytes (350 bytes of NETCONF payload).

Listing 9. NETCONF connection outage notification.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper proposed and demonstrated aNETCONFpro-
tocol including a YANG model describing a transponder
with monitoring capabilities. The proposed YANG model
of a sliceable transponder is fully detailed in the paper
and validated through configuration and monitoring ex-
periments. Experiments include the following use cases:
transponder capabilities and state information discovery,
new connection configuration, connection parameter moni-
toring through polling and notification, and connection
recovery if needed. NETCONF message captures are pro-
vided for<get>,<edit-config>,<rpc-reply>,
<create-subscription>, and <notifica-
tion> messages. Experiment results show extremely fast
performance, demonstrating that the YANGandNETCONF
protocol can be successively exploited for configuration of
elastic optical networks, monitoring, and recovery.
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